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About This Game

Survive, explore, craft, build, fight, die! Welcome to Age of Survival.

Age of Survival is survival simulation crafting game from Seattletek. Your player has been stranded on an island not far off of
the coast of Africa where you will encounter creatures like boar, elephant, lions, hippos, crocs, rhinos, and tons of sea life.

Explore a beautiful environment based on real life heightmap and satellite image data. Interact with trees, ores, creatures,
structures, explore the ocean, and travel to new environments. Your player is also able to build structures anywhere on the map,
make sure to protect your valuable resources! Craft items like you never have before : craft firearms, weapons, and your tools in
a more in depth manner by having to construct individual components, and combining them to create a final outcome. There are
currently ten types of crafting in the game, from your basic crafting available on the character anytime, to things like water de-

salination and distillation, tailoring, reloading, toolmaking, different types of cooking and more!

Truly test your survival skills!

Age of Survival is a truly immersive survival experience, which brings you to a new level of survivalism and creates a rich
experience unlike any other!

We truly care about the community, and want everyone involved in our development throughout it's process. With great features
already, and huge plans for the future, Age of Survival is setting itself in motion to be a contender in the survival game arena.
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Title: Age of Survival
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Seattletek
Publisher:
Seattletek
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel: i3 2.4Ghz or higher

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia Geforce 460GTX / AMD Radeon HD5850

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,German,Russian
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Game does not belong on Steam (it's too Early Access).

No inventory key.
No crafting key.
No character key.
Some keys don't work.
Only things you can do in the game is:
  Walk
  Run
  Jump
And that's it.
I ran around for 10 minutes, then got bored (maybe you should rename it to "Age of Running").

Game needs an option to turn off motion bounce. I turned off motion blurr but that did nothing. Also when adjusting options in
game (which are limited), often it doesn't take.

Upon trying to exit the game it crashed, I couldn't even kill it in Task Manager and had to reboot my pc.

Disclaimer:
I know it's early access, but you guys chose to sell it here, therefore you get rated on it as it is, not how you think it will be.. Here
is my 1 hour and 13 minutes First Play & Review:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQOg_iwoXc4

Okay people.. here's the scoop from my first play on early access launch, about 24 hours after launch here on Steam....

I actually do see hope for this game. There are many small details I really like, like the sounds, the realistic looks of the waves in
the ocean, the thunderstorms, and the realistic looking lightning in the stormy skies.

Crafting and resource harvesting is in and it does work for the most part. Animals are way too hard to find and rare right now.
Bugs and glitches are overly abundant in contrast. Physics and animal AI is simply non-existant.

The best and most entertaining part of my experience is captured in all it's glory in my above video at about the 30 minute mark
when I witnessed my first and only animal I saw in the game, a zebra. Watch the video to see how evasive it was in it's attempt
to escape me chopping it into resources! Also notice what the state of teh zebra was as it evaded me so well, lol.

Again, I can see glimmers of HOPE in this game however, and I don't get the feeling like the developers have made this game
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just trying to make a quick buck.. so that part is refreshing. But it is a long ways from being anything that I can recommend at
this point unless you just want to help support this game or the development of it.

This game at this point scored a 27% out of 100, and for more details about how it got that score, please watch my video linked
above. Two thumbs down right now, HOWEVER.. this could be a "game to keep your eyes on" as it develops further.

Thank you developers for showing me hope and promise in this game even though I can't honestly give it a high score at this
point. ..I'll keep my eye on it and perhaps re-review it after a few months time!

- Zaxx. STAY FAR FAR AWAY FROM THIS GAME. Oh boy, where to start this might take the cake as the worst game on
steam. YES, worst then that airport simulator game. You're going to spawn into the world realize right away this game runs like
a potato. I have an OC evga gtx 970 and OC i7-4790k 4.6 and I get a max of like 45fps and GOD FORBID stay away from
changing opinions because the game will just crash I played for 90mins it crashed 8 times. Crashing is not the worst part of this
game. THE GAME IS. It's laggy, animals WHAT ANIMALS only one type will spawn if you want to spawn a new type you
have to leave the game and then that's when the game will freeze and then crash or you will have to ALT F4 and come back and
then all your stuff is gone YES it wipes your inventory everytime you leave the game SO WHATS THE POINT OF PLAYING.
There is none do not play it. That's only your first 10 mins of the game the graphics and assets are garbage, animations are trash
all thou funny the world is plan and boring with nothing to see there's only one ''town'' with some crappy buildings with nothing
in them the only thing you can interact with in the world is the two logs in the village that where your torture begins. DON'T
BUY THIS GAME PLEASE. But don't take my word for it give it a watch. Thanks, XD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aIkMb_0idEs. The game is dead stay well away from this game.
The dev is just a cash n grab. Terrible game, a Unity reject that should be tossed in the trash. whats worse is the fact that the
game is $16.00 and I've played 99 cent games that are better than this garbage. Get your refund, because everything this game
says its does is a complete lie. 0/10 - What Lipstick on a Pig Looks Like

Just an update to my review, there is a user going by the name "Achskelmos" who apparently has nothing better to do with
his/her time than to counter all the negative reviews on this page with some sort of snarky comment. If this person is a part of
the dev team, I would be ashamed. If you spent as much time trying to fix this game instead of countering all the negative posts,
then perhaps my comments concerning this game wouldn't be negative.

To get down to the nuts and bolts of why this game is bad... here are the base reasons...

1.) Has a lot of glitches and other issues that make the game borderline unplayable.
2.) The fact the game was released and to even play it you had to go hunt down a village to even craft anything because of the
sheer fact that you had no way to gather or build rudimentary tools to even start play yourself.
3.) Game is far from fluid, graphics are acceptable for a Unity engine game, but all in all, this game feels rushed, and for the
money this game costs, there is no excuse for it to be this rushed, even for an alpha game.

I personally love survival games, and trust me, I wanted to like this game, but there is no saving grace to this game at this point
in its venture to even try to talk myself into any ideal that this game is worth the money. If the price point dropped or perhaps if
the devs took some of the negative feedback from the community and applied it to the game, then perhaps they could win back
my business, but not in its current state... and thats as honest and straightforward I can be about this game.. this review is down
for pending review..

current state of the game -> unfished.

current update of the game -> not updated

current dev standing -> unknown

last know standing of the game -> buggy, tends to crash, was being fixed.. Another Unity trashgame that will never become
good. Absolute waste of money...

Comes with all Untiy features:
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- lags like hell
- crashes VERY often
- graphics suxx

You can put yourselfe in the row of awesome never finishing trash games like this one:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/314700/
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WARNING DO NOT BUY! This game may look like a fun open world survival game but be warned the game is unplayable
basically. I average at about 10-12 fps on it and every time i try to adjust things in the menu it just freezes and it wont play. Not
to mention that eating on my game is broken. To sum the whole thing up i had extremely little fun in this game the most fun
being staring at the sheeps. This game makes me question looking at greenlight games to purchase. If Gaben himself were to see
this game he would spit on it and remove it from the game catalog. 5 months after writing this review there has been zero
change in this game i will not be revisiting the game as i believe that in the future this game will not have any change at all.
Seriously i have taken ♥♥♥♥♥ that are better than this game.. Probably the worst launch ever. Yes it's EA and it's an Alpha, i
could live with bugs. But the bugs aint the biggest problem.. Like the only thing that's implemented is crafting, but the
animations suck, multiplayer suck (Cant chat, cant see playernames cant even see servernames in browser, or refresh) Sound
goes in and out, FALLDAMAGE WHEN JUMPING- WTF? I actually died from jumping too much on more or less plain
ground. I'll wait for a week or two to get a refund tho, and see if there's some good patches coming soon to make this playable.

Can NOT recommend this in the state it's in atm.. on 12 of march 2018 the "developer" of this "game"
said he can not focus anymore on this game, cause of his job, and no money.

so this game is D E A D ! and still on steam !. started game and I could not launch multiplayer so I said to myself the multiplayer
must be bugged right now so I launched singleplayer instead and this was my experience.

launch singleplayer
got into game
the environment is a vix covered mess
walked around
tried and failed at crafting because I could not understand it
found four wooden logs
died because i did not know about the suicide button
respawned
found the third person button
found ocean
walked to the bottom of ocean and drowned

best game ever -10 out of 1000
also the animals are a lie except the rabbits

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WpuQ73BE0_Q. yep its really that bad...
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